

Yad (silver pointer used in the reading of the Torah) by Roelof Citroen: Dr. Martin and Carol Rosenberg and the Maurice R. and Maxine B. Forman Fund. *Shown below.*

*Flower and King and Jester,* lithographs by Pablo Picasso: Clarence Warrington.*

*Cathedral (St. Thomas Church, NYC), Plymouth at Troup and Genesee Crossroads No. 2,* works on paper by Ralph Avery: Clarence Warrington.*

*Fame,* oil on canvas by James Carroll Beckwith: Dr. Lynn Rosen in memory of Dr. Samuel Schwartz.

*Angna Enters in “Moyen Age,”* crayon on paper by John Sloan: Grant Holcomb in memory of Helen Farr Sloan.

Bronze torque bracelet by unknown artist from Luristan, and ceramic tile by unknown Persian: MAG Education Department.

Glass tile by Tiffany & Co.: Ruth Rand Rapport.

Ceramic bowl by Val Cushing: Irene Drechsler.


* bequest